A partial denaturation map of herpes simplex virus type 1 DNA: evidence for inversions of the unique DNA regions.
Partial denaturation maps of 30 HSV-I DNA molecules have been obtained using a procedure designed to avoid possible hydrolysis of the DNA at alkalilabile bonds. From the denaturation pattern of the long unique DNA region these molecules were divided into two groups comprised of 16 and 14 molecules. Histogram plots relating the precentage denaturation to position on the DNA for these two groups were aligned in a manner appropriate to the HSV-I genome model. It was apparent that these groups had the orientation of the long region inverted with respect to each other. Similarly, from the denaturation maps of the short unique region, the molecules were divided into two groups each comprising 15 molecules. Alignment of the histogram plots of these groups indicated that the orientation of the short region was inverted in one group relative to the other. These partial denaturation data confirm the presence of four HSV-I genome arrangements resulting from the possible combinations of inversions of the two unique DNA regions.